Motif is a finishing for digital printing on fabric or wood.

Challenge your imagination and choose the finishing you want for your space without any limitation.

We print any image on wood or fabric for our panels, just choose from our gallery or send us your image.

Available on all JOCAVI models with a finishing in wood or fabric:

- Addsorb
- LeakyFM
- Mellowalltrap
- Lightwalltrap
- Convexabsorber
- Ebony
- Basscorner
- Roundbasscorner
- Walltrap
- Basslayer
- Tubabsorber®
- Tubabsorber SY
- Mellowaffle

All these models may have the image you want as a finishing, as an alternative to the usual colours and textures.

MOTIF Printed Image Finishing

PRINTED IMAGE FINISHING
Motif® is a finishing for digital printing on fabric or wood. Challenge your imagination and choose the finishing you want for your space without any limitation. We print any image on wood or fabric for our panels, just choose from our gallery or send us your image.

MOTIF® Printed Image Finishing


All these models may have the image you want as a finishing, as an alternative to the usual colours and textures.
Motif® is a finishing for digital printing on fabric or wood. Challenge your imagination and choose the finishing you want for your space without any limitation. We print any image on wood or fabric for our panels, just choose from our gallery or send us your image.

Available on all JOCAVI® models with a finishing in wood or fabric:

All these models may have the image you want as a finishing, as an alternative to the usual colours and textures.

**Printed Image Finishing**
- Printed on fabric or wood.
- Acoustically transparent textile and/or perforated wood.
- Same acoustic performance as the original models.
- Exclusive customized images guaranteed by our One of a Kind department.
- Fire security requirements (B1) for public use (fabric finishing).
- High-quality print, using CMYK colour system and resolution up to 1080 dpi.
- Custom-made by size and images.
- Large-scale seamless images.

**Main Info**

**Features**

- Printed on fabric or wood.
- Acoustically transparent textile and/or perforated wood.
- Same acoustic performance as the original models.
- Exclusive customized images guaranteed by our One of a Kind department.
- Fire security requirements (B1) for public use (fabric finishing).
- High-quality print, using CMYK colour system and resolution up to 1080 dpi.
- Custom-made by size and images.
- Large-scale seamless images.

**Examples of Models Sizes and Combinations**

**Lightwalltrap®**

**Standard Sizes**

- 90x90
- 60x60
- 90x180
- 5 x (30 x 90 cm)
- 3 x (90 x 90 cm)
- 3 x (180 x 90 cm)

**Other Sizes and Combinations Available Under Request**

**Mellowalltrap® Addsorb® Leaky FM®**

**Standard Sizes**

- 60x60
- 60x120
- 60x180
- 5 x (60 x 60 cm)
- 6 x (120 x 60 cm)
- 3 x (180 x 60 cm)

**Other Sizes and Combinations Available Under Request**
Motif® is a new image printed finishing meant to widen the decorating options on acoustic panels. It can be used on the Addsorb® and LeakyFM® wood-finishing models, while keeping the same acoustic performance as the original models.

Besides the 6 standard wood veneer finishings and the 10 standard coloured wood fibre JOCAVI® colours, Motif® image printed finishing line provides an option for those who want a more personalised solution. The Motif® image printed finishing line offers a sophisticated look with our acoustically perforated woods, which are available in a multitude of design options that perfectly match decor of your space.

ONE OF A KIND

Motif® offers a new possibility to use acoustic elements in a unique customised interior design. Sound control solutions need to meet greater acoustic demands while maintaining an aesthetic appeal. Acoustic Panels help control the excessive reverberation and echoes caused by the hard surfaces of construction materials. The strategic placement of acoustic panels on walls and ceilings helps absorb unwanted sound energy and causes a reduction of acoustic defects. Thus, you can hear your music and movies as they were meant to be heard.

Motif® images can be obtained by printing them from our image data bank or by using our design services for individual designs or customers’ own images, texts and symbols.

A precise evaluation of the customers’ files resolution will be confirmed before printing. The One of a Kind department guarantees the quality and exclusivity of your file printing, which will be used only once and only for you.

Different colours and patterns can be used for printing. The quality of our textiles used with the pictures fulfils the fire security requirements (B1) for public use.

SOME IMAGES FROM OUR GALLERY (check online at jocavi.net)
SOME WORLDWIDE WORKS

Rehearsal Rooms  Acoustic Shells  Pavilions
Recording Studios  Concert Halls  Auditoriums
Night Clubs  Radio Stations  Health Clubs
Home Theatre / Cinema  Class Rooms  Restaurants
Anechoic Chambers  Food Courts  Mastering Studios

JOCAVI, Acoustic Panels, Ltd.
Av Pedro Álvares Cabral
Centro Empresarial Sintra - Estoril V, Armazém B18
2710 - 297 Sintra - Portugal

Phone +351 21 9 243097 - Fax +3 51 21 9 243098
www.jocavi.net  -  e-mail: info@jocavi.net
www.facebook.com/jocavi.net
http://www.youtube.com/user/jocavigroup